
YOU, are a GODDESS!!  Connecting to Your Feminine PoWeR! 

The exploration of feminine power through connection to some of the most 
popular worldwide Goddesses, including Isis, Lakshmi, Aphrodite, Athena, 
Bridgit, Kali, Kwan Yin and more. 

This guidebook was created to offer you inspiration, empowerment & 
encouragement with connection to the ancient secrets of the Goddess. Accepting 
their energy  will connect you to all women as it is within all women & now we 
can empower it within ourselves. We will break out of the old and devote time 
to process what you want, deal with the past, and heal into our lives, our place in 
world, and manifest miracles. 

The butterfly is the symbol of change, the soul, creativity, freedom, joy and 
color. Their power is transformation, shape shifting and soul evolution. They 
represent the element of air, quickly changing and always on the move 
gracefully. 

They possess the ability to grow and change, leaving the safety of their cocoon to 
discover a new world in a new form without fear, trusting their untested wings 
to fly without a doubt in their minds. They work through many important stages 
to become the beautiful creature they are, just like YOU!

Get ready to soar beloved, NOW is your time!



YOU, are a GODDESS!!! QUESTIONNAIRE

Are you adventurous, like new things or status quo & predictable?
Favorite place or place to visit?
What is your dream job?
When is your birthday?
If money were no problem what would you be doing right now?
Where have you DREAMED you have been? (Time periods, place, culture, 
ethnicity)
Any hobbies?
List 5 qualities others would say about you.
Who is your SHE-Ro, female hero?
Why?

List a few of your favorite things. (min. 5, max. 20)

Be honest, be clear, and be present ☺

Thank you Goddess for doing this for YOU!!! You deserve this time, this moment 
to connect to the Divine energy within you and SHINE!! Now is YOUR time, 
allow this program to guide you to living the life you DREAM of, empowering 
you to be ALL of who you are, and developing a deeper awareness of the Divine 
energy we share as women. 

Let this journey be a walk into the WOMAN ready to emerge strong, confident, 
healed and SEXY!! Let your SHE-RA out dearest, its time to Get it, GrOw, and 
GloW!!

List of a few of Goddesses  to connect with:
Aphrodite, Athena, Isis, Ixchel, Lakshmi, Kali, Kwan Yin, Pele, Yemaya 

Find the Goddess energy you most connect to or allow your Goddess to find 
YOU! 

Empowerment & Inspired Action Exercises

Color YOUR world!
Spark your creativity by painting, drawing, coloring, CREATING!!
Find something COLORFUL to create, color, sketch, draw, or write. Make it 
COLORFUL!!



Love Lotion
After your shower or bath and as you apply lotion or cream, tell yourself how 
AMZING you are. Use “I AM” affirmations to describe your body, your life, your 
relationships, and your work. Head out expecting a Miraculous day!! ☺   After 7 
days, you will GLOW from the inside OUT!

Silent Sanctuary 
On a weekend, create a place of  peaceful silence for yourself or a “quiet zone” , 
with limited interaction with others including all tech devices. If you have a 
family, try it together for 2 days, discussing and creating a place of peace within 
your home with your ground rules and purpose. Relax, read (real books, please 
☺  ), study, walk, meditate, journal and sleep ( balance is key.) Unwind and 
enjoy the quality of life silence brings and its insights. 

Dress the part
If you can go shopping or pick up something small to add to your wardrobe, pick 
a day that feels special to you or a weekend where you can wear the “something 
special” you have been saving or bought. Take yourself out on a date and SHINE 
your inner beauty light. When you dress the part, you FEEL the part. 
Place of Peace
Creating a personal alter is an amazing opportunity to see your spiritual practice 
in form, for instance a special cloth or shawl as the base, adding crystals or 
mementos, candles, trinkets, affirmations, statues, incense, essential oils, 
pictures, feathers, or WHAT EVER you want, this YOUR special place to connect 
to your inner self. Make sure it is somewhere out of public display or is in a “no 
touch” zone.  It does not have to be big (a shelf, perhaps) or small (lid of a box) 
but make it YOURS and make it special. Here is where you can devote your 
prayers, recite your affirmations, and meditate. Allow your intuition to guide you 
to the right things for you. 

Move your Body!
Get your BEST and FAVORITE dance music or videos and have your own DANCE 
PARTY!!! You can make a REAL party or party of one the point is to MOVE, 
laugh, smile, sing, and shake you Boo-tay!!

Shine your HEART 
Find an organization, charity, or person that “speaks” to you and volunteer, 
donate, join, and tithe! It can be tipping the young  man who remembers and 



helps you to the car after a big grocery trip, the guy who shovels your walk way, 
a bouquet for your kids teacher, or even hot chicken noodle soup to your sick 
brother. DO something! ANYTHING that shows the world YOU care and give 
with an open and loving heart <3

Plant your dreams
Begin by writing a few intentions of what you’d like to “GROW” in your life. Buy 
seeds of herbs, flowers, or vegetables and all the supplies necessary to create a 
“Field of Dreams” (I like rosemary, mint, and basil). 
As you begin the seeding process read each intention you are growing with each 
seed or seed group, allow yourself to visual your success as you plant your 
dreams. Let this process be a magical and meaningful time, allowing yourself to 
daydream a bit as you go. Make sure to give time, attention, water and SUN to 
your dreams EVERY DAY!! These are YOUR dreams give them the ATTENTION 
they deserve. As Rev. Michael Beckwith said, “what you think about, you bring 
about.”


